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“Q: Explain the concept of homeostasis?

A: It is when you stay at home all day and don’t go out.”

- Richard Benson, F in Exams: The Best Test Paper Blunders
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Well-functioning homeostatic mechanisms lead to a robust homeostatic dopaminergic

system. The dysfunction of this system is known to be associated with neurodegenerative

disorders like Parkinson’s disease (PD). In this examination of a robust homeostasis,

dopamine (DA) is examined by its functionality of the gentle balance between synthesis,

release, storage, re-uptake, and metabolism, as well as its role as a negative feedback

regulator of dihydroxyphenylalanine (DOPA). In the computations I focus on the control

DA has of the regulated species in the pathway, as well as demonstrating the impact of

DOPA as a medication of PD.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The Concept of Homeostasis

The ability to keep a specific component under given limits, is named homeostasis

in physiology[2]. Physiology is a branch in biology, this branch has been organized

into functions[3] of organisms as incorporated structures of cells, tissues, organs, and

molecules or as the study of the nature of a healthy individual body, with all its

functions[4].

To explain homeostasis further, Cannon stated that the term homeostasis should derive

from the abbreviated form of homoio meaning similar instead of the Greek word for

same which is homo. This emphasis allows for some variation of the state in the given

body, whereas the steady state, according to mechanics, is produced by forces acting on

the body, making the term homeostatics more correct use, since stasis means one stable

state in equilibrium[5, 6]. This makes it a term which means the opposite, because the

concept of homeostasis is that the states are constantly changing to achieve equilibrium,

achieving it until the next change in forces.

Chemical forces need a feedback system to achieve homeostasis. Therefore, a control

system is required to make homeostasis work, working to maintain a variable, like body

temperature, at a given set point. The changes in the variable below or above the set

point, makes a stimulus which is detected by a sensor, generating a response, which

makes the variable go back to the set point. The response is often adjusted by the

feedback system either negatively or positively, inhibiting or magnifying the stimulus,

respectively. The negative feedback system is the major role player in homeostasis, while

the positive one, anticipatory, not so much[7, 8]. Most organisms, like Homo sapiens,

have a steady body temperature where the usual set point for humans is at 37°C[9].
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This does not mean that the temperature is static at that point, because actions like

breathing, eating, and laying down, stimulate the temperature by affecting organs and

the nervous system to decrease or raise the temperature. This in turn creates a reaction,

like when one freezes, the body starts to shake to mechanically raise the temperature,

returning the temperature to its set point.

Campbell et al. describes the changes in the homeostasis in animals by the circadian

rhythm, where the hormone melatonin, secreted at night will be affected by the longer

nights of winter, affecting the set point. Additionally, melatonin regulates the core

body temperature rhythm, lowering the heart rate and the body temperature[7]. Brown

further points out that the hormone is a darkness signal, providing a feedback to the

oscillator. The hormone is affected not only by darkness, but also by lifestyle, like

having free environmental time cues, diseases causing insomnia, night shifts or shifting

work schedules, as well as jet lags caused by changing time zones[10]. Thus, melatonin

affects the homeostasis of the animal, where various set points get adjusted by the

negative or positive feedback systems, preparing the body to sleep.

1.2 Milieu Intérieur

The first to conceptualize the modern-day word homeostasis, was Claude Bernard. In

1879, he introduced the concept of milieu intérieur, describing that the outer parts

of aerial animals do not come in direct contact with the particles in the atmosphere,

because of the interior environment, milieu intérieur, enveloping the histological cells,

separating them from the outer space[11]. Dr Marion Thomas however, points out that

the French had another contributor, the professor of histology Robin, who had a theory

of how life should be examined – at the molecular level. The parts of the organism

produced by the interaction between themselves, making the fluid of the body a main

locus of the exchanges of molecules between the anatomical elements, named milieu de

l’intérieur [12].

Charles Philippe Robin’s theory about milieu de l’intérieur was proposed a year be-

fore Bernard’s ideas, published in the book Treatise of Anatomical and Physiological

Chemistry, Normal and Pathologic in 1853, Robin discussed the relationship of the or-

ganisms surrounding environment with the organism itself[13]. This made most believe

that Bernard took the term to describe his findings from 1854 until his death in 1878,

where he was aiming the term to the understanding of the life’s mechanisms, which

are composed of two, infused parts, the environment, and the organism. Even if he

used Robin’s term, it was Bernard who made the most progress, starting from assuming

the blood to be the only internal environment, to finding that the higher animals are
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more complex. The blood must be the device of circulation of maintenance of molecular

exchange, containing all substances essential for the preservation of life, because it is

the environment which is the bridge between the exterior and the interior parts of an

organism[13, 14].

Walter Cannon was the one who created the term homeostasis with the complexity of

physiological responses, which described how the body is sustaining its steady state. He

emphasized that explaining the bodily factors which conserve the steady state, cannot be

done by simple mechanics, since the bodily functions are much more complex. Moreover,

the steady state is achieved by the automatic responses in the body to the external

disturbances, therefore Cannon proposed postulates concerning homeostatic regulation,

published in 1926[15];

1. In an open system such as our bodies represent, compounded of unstable material

and subjected continually to disturbing conditions, constancy is in itself evidence

that agencies are acting, or ready to act, to maintain this constancy.

2. If a state remains steady it does so because any tendency towards change is au-

tomatically met by increased effectiveness of the factor or factors which resist

change.

3. Any factor which operates to maintain a steady state by action in one direction

does not also act at the same point in the opposite direction.

4. Homeostatic agents, antagonistic in one region of the body, may be cooperative in

another region.

5. The regulating system which determines a homeostatic state may comprise a num-

ber of cooperating factors brought into action at the same time or successively.

6. When a factor is known which can shift a homeostatic state in one direction it is

reasonable to look for automatic control of that factor or for a factor or factors

having an opposite effect[5, 15].

While Cannon has done much to explain homeostasis and its regulatory changes, it was

Emerson who suggested that homeostatic effects are dynamic. In 1954, he explained

that homeostasis is a sum composed of a web of effects with many feedbacks, both

negative and anticipatory. These feedbacks make up small functions of homeostasis

which interfere with each other, forcing them to coordinate into a well-functioning, but

complex, organism[15].

In the following years, the term homeostasis has been studied further to understand the

functions of the body. To understand the term, is to understand how one can battle
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diseases. Diseases may occur when there is an impairment of normal bodily functions,

where homeostatic imbalance may be the cause[16]. By constructing computer models,

one can predict effects of manipulations of given variables which are regulated. It is the

concepts of stress, allostatic load and allostasis which can be used as values, to construct

the computer models[8].

1.3 Modeling robust homeostasis by integral control real-

ized by zero-order kinetics

Computational biology systems, CBS, are divided into two separate parts: (i) simulation-

based analysis, which exams hypotheses with in silico experiments; and (ii) knowledge

discovery, which extracts patterns from vast numbers of experimental data, resulting in

new hypothesis, which the simulation-based analysis can model[17]. By using mathe-

matical representations of processes and components in biology, one can understand the

responses expected for true organizing principles. Unfortunately, this is only true when

the systems are of small size, since this mathematical analysis becomes too demanding

for more extensive systems. The hypothesis although, is that these principles can be

excepted to function[18].

A
SET

A
SET - A AE

integral controller process

set-point

error

perturbations

+

-

Figure 1.1: This figure shows the integral feedback control system, where the Aset is
a set point which the concentration of A tries to reach by the integrate error, Aset-A.
The product E is then subjected to perturbations, giving A, which both inhibits the

flux of A and goes into another pathway. This continues until error becomes 0.[1].

Integral feedback control, as shown in Figure 1.1, involves the regulations of internal

conditions at a constant level, homeostasis[19]. To illustrate the integral control strat-

egy using CBS, as seen below in Figure 1.2, one can use the occurrence of zero-order

kinetics in the processes[20], shown in Equation 1.2 below. Some of the control strate-

gies are of enzyme inhibitions, which can be reversible, irreversible, and competitive,

uncompetitive, and noncompetitive. The enzyme inhibitions can be defined mathe-

matically with the Michaelis-Menten equation[21], which describes where the maximum
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rate of an enzymatic reaction is reached when the concentration reaches 100% enzyme

saturation[22].

k3 k2, KM(A)A

k1

k4 V
MAX(ESET), KM(ESET)

E

-

+KI(E)

Figure 1.2: This figure shows the integral control of A, by E being the regulator of the
regulated species A. There is a perturbation from A, indicated by green, into another
pathway, and another pathway in violet which stimulates E. The inhibition of A is done

by another other pathway, by KI(E), regulating the flux of k3, regulating A[1].

Enzyme inhibition plays a role in how the neurotransmitter DA can be a potential medi-

ating factor in a variety of neurogenerative disorders, such as schizophrenia, Parkinson’s

disease, and drug addiction[23]. The negative feedback control, illustrated in Figure 1.2,

shows an inhibition, KI(E) of the enzyme depended by k4, slowing down the production

of A, because of the value of E, meaning that E is the regulator of the regulated species

A. This is further explained by the following equations: Equation 1.1 and 1.2.

Ȧ = k1 +

compensatory flux︷ ︸︸ ︷
k3 ·KI(E)

KI(E) + E
− k2 ·A
KM(A) +A

(1.1)
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Ė = k4 ·A−
vmax(ESET ) · E
KM(ESET ) + E

if zero order

Ėzero order = k4 (
vmax(ESET )

k4
−A)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Aset

(1.2)

The equations show the relationship the regulator has to its regulated species, whereas

the over braced fraction in Equation 1.1 is the compensatory flux. This flux compensates

for the fluctuations of the perpetuation k1, but when the perpetuation is too large,

the compensatory flux approaches its maximum value, making it equal to k3. The

underbraced Aset fraction in Equation 1.2 is describing that when E is in zero-order, it

regulates A as shown in Figure 1.1.

1.4 Consequence of feedback dysfunction: Parkinson’s dis-

ease

TH

-
k4 

DOPA DA

RO
S

j2

DA re-entry
into cell

k 9, k
13

VMAT-2

Neuromelanin

D o p a q u i n o n e

j5 k7, k8

Competitive inhibition

TY
R

DOPA medication

k22

Figure 1.3: This model shows the production of DOPA, which lead to oxidization or
a pathway into DA. DA controls the competitive inhibition of k4, making this model

based on the integral control shown in Figure 1.2 .

The neurogenerative disorder PD which is characterized by the loss of dopaminergic

neurons[24, 25] which contain neuromelanin in the substantia nigra and are responsi-

ble for motor symptoms, like rigidity and speech deficits, of the disorder. As shown
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in Figure 1.3, DOPA oxidation to DOPA o-quinone, along with aminochrome and 5,6-

indolequinone, are one of the seemingly reasons for the neurodegenerative processes of

PD, since they induce mitochondria and protein degradation dysfunction, like oxidative

stress and formation of neurotoxic alpha synuclein protofibrils. These dysfunctions are

the probable cause of PD having aging as its main risk factor. Yet, there is a protec-

tive system against DA oxidation in the cells, composed by DA re-uptake mediated by

Vesicular Monoaminergic Transporter-2 (VMAT-2), neuromelanin formation, and two-

electron reduction[26–30].The protective system slows down the formation of DOPA by

inhibition, which can be explained by the following Figure 1.4.

j2 k9, k13DOPA

k22

j5 k7, k8

DA

-

+k4

Figure 1.4: This negative feedback control is based on Figure 1.2, where A and E are
replaced with DOPA and DA, respectively. The constants are replaced with constants
and fluxes which are used in this thesis, where TH would be j2 in this case. k4 is the

competitive inhibitor of TH.

In this case, A would be DOPA and E would be DA, where DA is the regulator, keeping

DOPA under homeostatic control. Actually, Figure 1.4 may describe one of the potential

targets of the catechol-containing precursor of DA, DOPA, which inactivate TH. TH is

the rate-limiting enzyme of catecholamine synthesis, catalyzing the hydroxylation of Tyr

to DOPA. Both DA and DOPA are capable of inactivating and covalently modifying TH,

where they can kinetically inhibit the activity of TH by competitive inhibitors[31, 32].
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1.5 The aim of thesis

The aim is to investigate the role of DA as a negative feedback regulator. That is,

exploring how robust homeostasis is by regulating the values of fluxes and inhibitions of

the pathway from Tyr to DA loading into vesicle(s). The role of DA will be investigated

by complicating the first pathway, based on the Figures 1.3 and 1.4, and comparing

them. The final goal is to identify the consequences of regulation, and how one can

resolve the given complications medically.



Chapter 2

Materials and Methods

The modelling and computing were performed using Fortran subroutine LSODE[33] and

PERL (www.perl.org). The figures were constructed by Adobe Illustrator (www.adobe.com),

while the graphs were composed with gnuplot (www.gnuplot.info).

The models are labeled as Model x, where x being (a, b, . . . ). In addition, the runs

have been named x-X, X being numbered to the run made, making it easier to find

the given run. To simplify notation, the compounds are indicated as abbreviations

found in Appendix A and the rate parameters are represented as kx ’s, where x=(1, 2,

. . . ), regardless to their kinetic nature, whether they were Michaelis constants, turnover

numbers, or inhibition constants.

The results are written as 3 significant figures, with some exceptions.

2.1 Solving rate equations by LSODE subroutine

Fortran subroutine LSODE solves nonstiff and stiff systems of differential equation[33].

By first providing a subroutine of a function f and its dimension, which supplies the

vector function f by loading ydot(i) with f(i)[34]. After determining if the problem is

stiff or not, the main program is made, where the vector f is defined, with a start and

end time.

9
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Calculating

Time stamp 
above z limits?

Calculation
x + y time stamp

Yes

No

Loop stops

Start of calculation
at x time stamp

Calculating

Figure 2.1: This figure shows the flow chart of LSODE subroutine with its given
criteria of the loop. The criteria are x, y, z, in this case 0 min, x+1 min, 5000 min for

first phase.

As shown in Figure 2.1, the loop has been given a start time and an end time, with

criteria of the loop. The loop starts at the given time, 0 min, checking if the result is

below or equal given limits, if affirmative, then the loop continues. If the result at one

timestamp check is above the limits, then the loops stops, and the summary is written

out as PERL is run to encode graphs, producing them with gnuplot[35].
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2.2 The values of the rate parameters kx and their refer-

ence

The values found in their respected references are listed underneath. These values are

used to compute the models found in Appendix B. The ones without citation, have been

decided to be very small or 0 to have a model without much disruption of the rate

parameter in question.

rate parameter value citation comment

k1 5.00µM/min [36] phase 1

k1 6.00µM/min [36] phase 2

k1 20.0µM/min [36] phase 3

k2 200min−1 [37, 38] N/A

k3 74.4µM [39] N/A

k4 45.0µM [36, 40] N/A

k5 3.10µM/min [41, 42] N/A

k6 346µM [41, 42] N/A

k7 1.50µM [43, 44] N/A

k8 0.29µM/min [43, 44] N/A

k9 2.30µM/min [45] N/A

k10 0.25min−1 no citation chosen

k11 1.00µM/min [46, 47] N/A

k12 50.0µM [37] N/A

k13 437µM [45, 48] N/A

k14 0min−1 no citation for Models a, b, c

k14 500min−1 [46] for Model d

k15 2.30µM/min [45] N/A

k16 50.0µM [49] N/A

k17 0.01µM/min [46] N/A

k18 1.00 × 105µM/min [46] N/A

k19 100µM no citation chosen

k20 0.10µM [46] N/A

k21 1.00 × 10−4 µM [46] N/A

k22 0µM/min no citation chosen
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2.3 Time intervals for phases

phase start time end time time interval

1st 0.00 min 4999 min [0, 5000〉
2nd 5000 min 9 999 min 〈5000, 10000〉
3rd 10 000 min 15 000 min 〈10000, 15000]



Chapter 3

Results and Discussion

3.1 Model a : Changing the constants of maximum rate

and Michaelis-Menten constants

TH
Tyr

-
k4 

DOPA DAk2, k3

loading of DA 
into vesicle(s)

RO
S

j2

k 10

k 11j 11

DA re-entry
into cell

-
k12 

k 9, k
13

k 14

VMAT-2

Neuromelanin

D o p a q u i n o n e

DDC

k5, k6j5
k7, k8j7

Competitive inhibition

TY
R

= k1j1
Phe

Figure 3.1: The Model a, show the different fluxes, j1 to j11, maximum velocity con-
stants, Vmax, Michaelis-Menten-constants, KM , and other properties and outcomes.
First the j1 flux introduces L-tyrosine (Tyr) from Phenylalanine (Phe) in green. Tyr
has two pathways: a perturbation by k10, and another pathway catalyzed by tyrosine
hydroxylase (TH), producing DOPA, with the help of k2 and k3, being Vmax and KM ,
respectively. Thereafter, DOPA can turn into Dopaquinone, making Neuromelanin, by
reactive oxygen species (ROS) or by being catalyzed by tyrosinase (TYR). DOPA may
turn into DA, via catalysis with DOPA decarboxylase (DDC). DA is catalyzed by vesic-
ular monoaminergic transporter-2 (VMAT-2), and loaded into vesicles(s). Additionally,
there are two competitive inhibitions, one depended on k4 and DA, while the second is
depended on Tyr and k12, both inhibiting TH. The concentration of DA is additionally

depended on k11, which is the re-entry of DA.

The rate equations for Tyr, DOPA, and DA are:

d(Tyr)

dt
= k1 −

k2·Tyr

k3

(
1 + DA

k4

)
+ Tyr

· k12
k12+Tyr

− k10Tyr (3.1)

13
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d(DOPA)

dt
=

k2·Tyr

k3

(
1 + DA

k4

)
+ Tyr

· k12
k12+Tyr

− k9·DOPA
k13+DOPA

− k5·DOPA
k6+DOPA

− k14DOPA

(3.2)

d(DA)

dt
= k11 +

k5·DOPA
k6+DOPA

− k7·DA
k8+DA

(3.3)

With these rate equations, Equations 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, are describing what happens to

the concentrations of Tyr, DOPA and DA. k11 is a rate constant which affects DA by

increasing the concentration by re-entry, thereby increasing the inhibition, k4, of TH.

The increase of k11 will decrease the concentration of DOPA. The set point of DOPA is

given by Equation 3.4 below.

DOPAset =
k6(k7 − k11)
k5 + k11 − k7

(3.4)

The constant k1, as shown as the first constant in Figure 3.1, seem to regulate the

conversion of Phe to Tyr, the j1 flux dependent on k1. This conversion has been studied

and it was found to be lower in end-stage renal disease (ESRD) patients than in the

control group, showing a difference of 40% during the postabsorptive state and the amino

acid replacement. Proposed treatment is to supply Tyr to patients with ESRD[50].

There has been found an increased risk of PD in ESRD patients, with a higher relative

risk for women and younger patients with ESRD compared to the control group[51].

3.1.1 Investigating k1 effect on Tyr concentration

k1 = 9.00µM/min in 2nd phase
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Figure 3.2: Run a-07 has k1 changed from 6.00µM/min in the second phase to
9.00µM/min. The final concentrations of Tyr, DOPA and DA are 329µM, 64.7µM

and 37.8µM, respectively.
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When changing the constants one by one, from the values found in Section 2.2 and

Appendix B.1, to check how well the homeostasis may vary without destabilizing, sev-

eral interesting values were found. If k1 is a enzymatic reaction, not a zero-order as

in Model a-d, Lazar et al. account that k1 values is in dependence of the enzyme’s

phosphorylation status. When the enzyme is in non-phosphorylated form the pH is at

7.0 and k1=6µM/min, while in phosphorylated form it has a k1 of 45.0µM/min[36]. For

instance, when changing the k1 value of 6.00µM/min to a lower value, the trend was

less Tyr. Subsequently, lowering the concentration of the later products and inhibition

factors. When using the value of 45.0µM/min, the time needed to reach homeostatic

set value for DOPA is long in contrast to a lower value of k1. After k1 was enlarged, the

production of the latter went up, but did not exceed too much from the standard from

Appendix B.1. When k1 was enlarged by 50%, to 9.00µM/min, the concentration of Tyr

ended up as 329µM, as seen in Figure 3.2. The final concentration is 3.32 times higher

than the highest normal Tyr concentration of 99.0µM[52]. Interestingly, the abnormally

high concentration does not crash the homeostasis, even in the model of Appendix B.1

being of 762µM, meaning that when the enzyme is phosphorylated and the production

exceeds its maximum flux of 45.0µM/min, the system manages to overwrite this and

therefore not crashing the homeostasis. Although, it seems unlikely that this would

happen, because of the limits of TH.

The possible reason for the nonserious consequences of k1 is that the j1 flux might

contain a steady stream of Tyr which comes from protein-containing foods[53]. Even if

the value of k1 is decreased by 50% from the original value from Appendix B.1, giving

the final concentration of 88.6µM, it is still in the normal state for nonfasting condition

in healthy young adults. The plasma Tyr concentrations should vary between 61.0µM

and 99.0µM[52]. This indicates either a strong homeostatic response, or a computing

too easy-going on the lowering of the rate constant.

What could happen in the long term, is a buildup of Tyr in the tissues and organs,

leading to tyrosinemia-like symptoms, and if the abnormal concentration of Tyr contin-

ues it may lead to an eventual death[54]. Luckily, by this model and the second phase

shortness, the final concentration did not reach 500µM, which is the minimum value of

Tyr concentration for Tyrosinemia type 2, but it is not far from Tyrosinemia type 3

minimum value of 350µM. The conditions could lead to intellectual disabilities, skin or

ocular changes[? ].
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3.1.2 Regulating the first-order elimination of Tyr by changing k10

k10 = 1.25x10-2min-1 in 2nd phase
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Figure 3.3: Run a-56 shows the graphs when k10 is changed from 0.25min−1 in the
second phase to 1.25×10−2min−1. The final concentrations of Tyr, DOPA and DA are

417µM, 64.6µM and 34.8µM, respectively.

Another explanation of the abnormally high Tyr and why the homeostasis stays intact,

is the non-specific, first order removal of Tyr, depended on the value of k10. A first-order

elimination is a constant proportion, like a percentage, of substance eliminated per unit

of time[22]. Because k10 is depended on the size of Tyr, the higher the concentration is,

the more Tyr is removed. In fact, if this first order constant is too high of value, like

3.75×10−2min−1 as seen in Figure 3.3, the set point of DA drops in the second phase,

but if the value of k10 is lowered in the third phase to 1.25×10−2min−1, DOPA drops in

its set point. Tyr on the other hand, is affected greatly, having a higher concentration

when the constant is lowered, and contradictory when the constant value is raised. The

explanation may be that the higher the value, the higher the fluxes which lower DA,

while the lower it is, the more DA is made, decreasing DOPA. As described by the rate

equations 3.3 and 3.2.

To put k10 in a medical perspective, the first-order elimination might regulate the decar-

boxylation of Tyr into Tyramine (TA)[56], which may be the reason for the high Tyr not

affecting DOPA and DA too much, when k1 was too large of value. TA is a compound

that produces peripheral cardiovascular effects, especially if ingested or in high accu-

mulation, and if accumulated along with monoamine oxidase inhibitors (MAO-I), it can

precipitate a hypertensive crisis, because it inhibits monoamine oxidase to break down

TA. When the hypertensive crisis escalades into a hypertensive emergency once there is

end-organ damage such as papilledema, retinal hemorrhages, intracranial bleeds, acute

renal failure, or pulmonary edema[57, 58]. Monoamine oxidase-B inhibitors (MAO-B)

are a class of medications which are used to treat symptoms of PD, since they reduce the

motor fluctuations. They work by hindering the breakdown of neurotransmitters, like

DA[59]. This breakdown of DA, as seen when increasing the value of k10, is most likely
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because of monoamine oxidase. Meaning that if a patient with the homeostasis of an

highly increased k10, should lower their intake of TA by ingestion, and start medication

with MAO-I.

3.1.3 Exploring KM kinetics by changing k3

In the Model a in Figure 3.1, there are constants which are Michaelis-Menten constants,

which follow the Michaelis-Menten kinetics, described by the Michaelis-Menten equation

shown underneath by Equation 3.5:

v =
d[P ]

dt
= Vmax

[S]

KM + [S]
(3.5)

Equation 3.5 is a description of reaction rate r, making [P] the rate of formation of

product, and [S] of substrate. Vmax is the maximum rate achieved by the system,

happening at saturating substrate concentration.

These kinetics are based upon the general description of the velocity and gross mecha-

nism of enzyme-catalyzed reactions. These assume that the rapid reversible formation of

a complex between a substrate and an enzyme, as well as assuming that the rate of for-

mation of the product is proportionate to the concentration of the complex. The velocity

of such reactions is the greatest when all the active sites are filled with substrate[60].

The Michaelis-Menten constant, KM , is defined as the substrate concentration at which

the reaction rate is half of its maximal value, meaning half of the active sites are occu-

pied. In general, indicating the affinity of an enzyme for a given substrate. The lower

the value, the higher affinity[61], thus affecting the stability of the Enzyme-Substrate

Complex.

k3 = 37.2µM in 2nd phase
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Figure 3.4: Run a-14 has k3 changed from 74.4µM in the second phase to 37.2µM.
The final concentrations of Tyr, DOPA and DA are 208µM, 65.7µM and 82.6µM,

respectively.
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As for k3, a Michaelis-Menten constant, the results in Figure 3.4 show that the lower

the value is, lowest at 37.2µM, the less concentration of both DOPA and DA, while

Tyr was quite unaffected by both lower and higher values from earlier set point, with

highest being 112µM. According to the kinetic theory of Michaelis-Menten, the rate of

an enzymatic reaction would increase as the substrate concentration increases, since the

other constants are not changing simultaneously with the k3, then the DOPA lowers

its set point from the previous one given in Appendix B.1, affecting DA concurrently.

Therefore, the higher this Michaelis-Menten-constant is, the more DOPA and DA ac-

cumulates, as seen when the k3 was increased. Sura et al. report that TH isoforms KI

values for DA are in the range of 4 to 7.41µM for the phosphorylated enzyme, while the

range is 3.17 to 4.52µM for the unphosphorylated one[40]. When running the value of

4.00µM, the response time of the controller is much lower, affecting mostly DOPA and

DA, as stated.

Hence, when Yildiz et al. immobilized TH with electrodes, where they found that an

substantial decrease in the KM value leads to the tendency of an enzyme to bind its

substrate more sternly than the free enzyme and CP-co-PPy/tyrosinase electrode do,

henceforth, the Enzyme-Substrate Complex stays together for a long time, which makes

the enzymatic reaction rate of PEO-co-PPy/tyrosinase electrode the slowest[62]. In com-

parison to the results of k3, the finds are similar, when the KM constant decreases, the

accumulation of DOPA and DA decreases accordingly, because of the Enzyme-Substrate

Complex stays longer together.

3.1.4 Challenging the regulating properties of DA by changing k11
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Figure 3.5: The output of run a-66 when the rate constant of k11 is changed from
1.0µM/min in the second phase to 1.20µM/min. The final concentrations of Tyr, DOPA
and DA are 221µM, 36.3µM and 77.0µM, respectively. The changes shown in the graphs
of DOPA and DA to the left, and the Tyr concentrations against time in minutes shown

in the graph at the right.
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k11 is a rate constant describing the re-uptake of DA into the nerve cell, from the outside

of the system, by dopaminergic transporters. During the modelling of this constant, Tyr,

DOPA, and DA were affected by the value of this inflow. Figure 3.5 shows that even

though it is a re-entry of DA, the concentration of Tyr and DOPA get higher. The

higher the inflow of DA, because of a higher valued k11, the higher the concentrations of

DA. According to Equation 3.2 and 3.3, the concentrations are affected by each-other,

confirming the decrease of the DOPA concentration when the DA concentration goes

up, because of increase in k11.
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Figure 3.6: The run a-67 of Model a, when the maximum rate constant k11 is increased
from 1.20µM/min, as in Figure 3.5, to 1.50µM/min in the second phase. The resulting
concentrations of Tyr, DOPA and DA are 238µM, 5.85µM and 529µM, respectively.

Actually, when the k11 is too high, like in Figure 3.6, the homeostasis clearly breaks.

The concentration of DA rapidly increases into a breakdown, without the time needed

to recover until the next, third phase. DOPA, in contrast, drops in concentration,

indicating that the high concentration of DA lowers the needed production of DOPA.

Since the DA rate of VMAT-2, k7 and k8, is not changed, not letting the accumulating

DA out, then inhibitors like k4 must inhibit TH, to limit the production of DOPA. This

limitation does not occur in Figure 3.6, because k4 is a constant of 4.00µM, a value

taken from the Sura et al. range of 4.00-7.41µM[40].
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3.2 Model b: Comparing the latter results with a model

with an additional TH pathway

TH
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Figure 3.7: Model b shows the fluxes, constants and the outcomes of the given reac-
tions, just as in the Model a in Figure 3.1. In this model, Phe is excluded for simplifica-
tion, and two constants have been added, k15 and k16, being Vmax and KM respectively.
These control the catalyzation of DOPA by TH into Dopaquinone, meaning that TH

now has a bigger role in Model b than in Model a.

The rate equations for Tyr, DOPA, and DA are:

d(Tyr)

dt
= k1 −

k2·Tyr

k3

(
1 + DA

k4

)
·
(

1 + DOPA
k16

)
+ Tyr

·
(

k12
k12+Tyr

)
− k10Tyr

(3.6)

d(DOPA)

dt
=

k2·Tyr

k3

(
1 + DA

k4

)
·
(

1 + DOPA
k16

)
+ Tyr

·
(

k12
k12+Tyr

)

− k9·DOPA
k13+DOPA

− k5·DOPA
k6+DOPA

− k14DOPA−
k15·DOPA

k16

(
1+Tyr

k3

)
+DOPA

(3.7)

d(DA)

dt
= k11 +

k5·DOPA
k6+DOPA

− k7·DA
k8+DA

(3.8)

DOPAset equation is:

DOPAset =
k6(k7 − k11)
k5 + k11 − k7

(3.9)
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To check the mechanisms of homeostasis, another pathway was added to the Model

a, to make another scheme, Model b, as seen in Figure 3.7. The enzyme TH cat-

alyzes two pathways in this model, resulting in competitive inhibition between the two

pathways. The values of the additional pathway are based on Haavik reports of them

being 2.3µM/min for k15 and k16 being 50µM[49]. According to Roskoski competitive

inhibitors, in this case TH, are structural equivalents of the substrate whose concentra-

tion differs, resulting in an unchanged Vmax. KM although, increases with an increasing

inhibitor concentration[63], described with the following equation, Equation 3.10:

v0 =
Vmax[S]

KM (1 + [I]
KI

) + [S]
(3.10)

Following the theory above, then the results should increase the concentration of Tyr

and DA, while lowering the DOPA concentration. Essentially, the result should amplify

the former results in Model a of Figure 3.1. The results are compared with the results

of Model a, keeping in mind the Model b without any changes made, found in Appendix

B.2.
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Figure 3.8: Run b-66 has the same k11 value in the second phase as in Figure B.2. This
model has an addition of k15 and k16 constants. They are constant and unaltered from
the model in Appendix B.2, having 2.3µM/min and 50µM, correspondingly, through
all phases. The resulting concentrations of the second phase are 208µM, 34.4µM, and

21.5µM for Tyr, DOPA and DA, respectively.

Comparing the finds in Figure 3.8, with an increased k11 in the second phase, against the

results in Figure 3.5, the Tyr levels actually stay similar in the second phase, but change

in the third phase compared to the Model a, as seen in Table 3.1. In fact, this behavior

was anticipated, but the main difference between the two finds, was the concentrations

of DA and DOPA. DOPA does not accumulate as much as in Figure 3.5, while DA

increases, meaning that the addition of oxidation of DOPA by Tyr, has a great effect in

maintaining homeostasis.
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Model a Model b

Run a-66 a-67 b-66 b-67

Tyr (µM) 221 237 208 236

DOPA (µM) 36.3 5.85 34.4 4.32

DA (µM) 77.3 529 21.5 366

Table 3.1: Displays the final concentrations of second phase from the runs 66 and 67
for both Model a and b, whereas run x -66 has k11=1.20µM/min while k11 of x -67 is

1.50µM/min.

Indeed, when the extracellular DA is increased because of an overexpression of TH, the

inhibition of TH increases by auto receptors[47], as seen in Table 3.1 where Tyr concen-

tration is decreases from Run 66 to 67, which is resulting in less DOPA compared to

Figure B.1 and B.2 in Appendix B.1 and B.2. Challenging this is the Tyr concentration,

which is grander when k11 is increased, leading to further exploration of this with the

Model c, Section 3.3, where the inhibiting auto receptors are included. This may be a

result of the addition of Tyr oxidation, as well.
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Figure 3.9: This run b-67 is similar to run b-66 in Figure 3.8, but with a k11 value of
1.50µM/min. Running the file, resulted in the three graphs, discussed in the text, and
the concentrations 236µM for Tyr, 4.32µM for DOPA, and 366µM for DA at the end

of the second phase.

Interestingly, the results in Figure 3.9 are not as different to Figure 3.6, as Figure 3.8 was

to Figure 3.5 in the last section. When k11 is too high in phase 2, the DA increases rapidly

in both models, with a dropping DOPA concentration and no significant difference in

Tyr. In the model of Best et al., the cytosolic DA concentration is set to 2.65µM and

DOPA to 0.36µM, at steady state[47]. Meaning that the concentration of 236µM for

Tyr, 4.32µM for DOPA, resulted by a k11 of 1.50µM/min, is quite high from the given

values of Best. Interestingly, Best et al. note the k11 flux to be of 80.1µM/h[47], being
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1.36µM/min, contributing to why k11 of 1.20µM/min did not crash homeostasis, while

the later k11 did.

The effect of the addition of k15 and k16 is shown when comparing Figure 3.8 to Figure

3.9, where the DA concentration is stabilizing quicker in the Model b, than in Model a.

The study of Zhou et al. showed that the decarboxylation of 250µM DOPA has a slow

increase of formation of DA over 240 min, including the 39.6% DOPA disappearance by

enzymatic decarboxylation with enzyme concentration at 2.07×10−31/min[64]. If this

decarboxylation is generalized into per enzymatic decarboxylation disappearance, even

if the concentration is small, then it would certainly affect the final concentration of

DA, if the removal by two enzymatic decarboxylation disappearances as in the Model b

rather than the single one in Model a.

3.3 Model c: Addition of DA in synaptic cleft into the

scheme, comparing with previous results

TH
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2 autoreceptors
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S

= k1j1

Figure 3.10: Model c, based on the previous Model b in Figure 3.7, is introducing the
reactions after DA has been loaded into vesicle(s). It is a nerve pulse which releases the
DA from the vesicle(s), which is depended by the flux k17, asserting DA into DAcleft.
While DA is in the synaptic cleft, it may make DA re-enter into the cell by k11, as
seen in Model a and Model b, but making it more complicated by depending it on
the concentration of DAcleft and the Michaelis-Menten-constant k21. DAcleft may
competitively inhibit TH via d2 auto receptors, depending on the maximum velocity of
k20 or DAcleft can turn into MAO, driving the reaction forward by the Vmax and KM ,

which are the k18 and k19, respectively.

The rate equations for Tyr, DOPA, DA, DAvesicle, and DAext are:

d(Tyr)

dt
= k1 −

k2·Tyr

k3

(
1 + DA

k4

)
·
(

1 + DOPA
k16

)
+ Tyr

·
(

k12
k12+Tyr

)
− k10Tyr

(3.11)
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d(DOPA)

dt
=

k2·Tyr

k3

(
1 + DA

k4

)
·
(

1 + DOPA
k16

)
+ Tyr

·
(

k12
k12+Tyr

)

− k9·DOPA
k13+DOPA

− k5·DOPA
k6+DOPA

− k14DOPA

− k15·DOPA

k16

(
1+Tyr

k3

)
+DOPA

(3.12)

d(DA)

dt
= j11 +

k5·DOPA
k6+DOPA

− k7·DA
k8+DA

(3.13)

d(DAvesicle)

dt
=

k7DA

k8 +DA
− k17DAvesicle (3.14)

d(DAext)

dt
= k17DAvesicle −

k18DAext

k19 +DAext
− k11DAext

k21 +DAext
(3.15)

To test the robust homeostasis of the Model b, Figure 3.7, the Model c in Figure 3.10 has

its “loading of DA into vesicle(s)” further stimulated by a nerve pulse into the synaptic

cleft, leading into a catalyzation by MAO. Best et al. state the DAvesicle at 81µM at

steady state, in their model, is being released into DAcleft at 81µM/h[47]. Here, this

would be the rate constant k11, where the rate in the following Figure 3.11 is just below

Best’s 1.36µM/min.
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Figure 3.11: The output of run c-66 of Model c is shown here, and it is different from
the output of models a and b, generating four graphs with DAvesicle and DAext plotted
against time in minuets at the top-left, whereas the graph to the bottom-left illustrates
the DOPA and DA found in the cell, plotted against time. The top-right graph displays
Tyr, while the last graph show DOPA and the DOPAset against time. Here, the value
of k11 is changed from 1.00µM/min, as in Figure B.3, to 1.20µM/min in the second
phase. The concentrations at the end of phase 2 are 188µM, 59.0µM, 6.27µM, 71.7µM,

and 4.51×10−4µM for Tyr, DOPA, DA, DAvesicle, and DAext, correspondingly.

Runs with k11 = 1.20µM/min

Run a-66 b-66 c-66

Tyr (µM) 221 208 188

DOPA (µM) 36.3 34.4 59.0

DA (µM) 77.3 21.5 6.27

DAvesicle (µM) N/A N/A 71.7

DAext (µM) N/A N/A 4.51×10−4

Table 3.2: Displays the final concentrations of second phase from the runs 66 for
Model a, b, and c, where run THx-66 has k11=1.20µM/min.

Figure 3.11 and Table 3.2 show that the addition of further pathways and inhibition by

auto receptors, k20, affect the scheme by giving more DOPA and DAtotal, using more

Tyr than in the latter Models a and b. In fact, this suggests that DA is the regulator
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of DOPA, since the final concentrations from all three models depend on the amount of

DA. Sura et al. reported that the considerable change in the affinity of an isoform of

TH for DOPA upon phosphorylation, propose that the inhibition of the human enzyme

by DOPA is not significant for regulation in vivo, whereas for inhibition by DA is.

The concentration of DOPA in adrenal tissue and brain is rather low, due to its swift

conversion to DA by DDC, suggesting that the unphosphorylated TH is not significantly

inhibited by DOPA in the cell[40].
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Figure 3.12: Run c-67 has a value of k11, which is of 1.50µM/min in the second
phase. The resulting concentrations of phase 2 are 178µM for Tyr, 71.8µM for DOPA,

3.19µM for DA, DAvesicle with 68.8µM, and 5.33×10−4µM for DAext

Runs with k11 = 1.50µM/min

Run a-67 b-67 c-67

Tyr (µM) 237 236 203

DOPA (µM) 5.85 4.32 40.6

DA (µM) 529 366 15.5

DAvesicle (µM) N/A N/A 73.6

DAext (µM) N/A N/A 3.25×10−4

Table 3.3: Displays the final concentrations of second phase from the runs 67 for a,
b, and c schemes, where run x -67 has k11=1.50µM/min.
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When k11 is over Best’s 1.36µM/min estimation[47], the final concentrations of DA lower

in all forms, listed in Table 3.3. All concentrations are lower than in the two previous

schemes, as well as for c-66, but the concentration of DOPA, which increased rather

much. This further confirms Sura et al. finds, when the re-entry of DA increases, the

more DA tries to control the concentration of DAtotal, by decreasing the set-point of

DOPA, as seen when comparing the fourth graph in Figure 3.11 and 3.12. DOPAset is

calculated by the following Equation 3.16:

DOPAset =
k6(k7 − j11)
k5 + j11 − k7

(3.16)

j11 =
k11 ·DAcleft

k21 ·DAcleft
(3.17)

The Equation 3.17 is the velocity flux of the re-entry of DA from DAcleft. This flux

is heavily affecting DOPAset, indicating that DA is the regulator of the set point of

DOPA, as seen in Equation 3.16.

3.4 Model d : Medicating assumed Parkinson’s disorder

with DOPA
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Figure 3.13: Model d, based on the previous Model c in Figure 3.10. Model d is
introducing the medication, DOPA, into the model. The value k22 is a perpetuation,
affecting mainly the concentration of DOPA, affecting the other concentrations. This

perpetuation into DOPA is the computation of administration of medication.
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The rate equations for Tyr, DOPA, DA, DAvesicle, and DAext are:

d(Tyr)

dt
= k1

− k2·Tyr

k3

(
1 + DA

k4

)
·
(

1 + DOPA
k16

)
+ Tyr

·
(

k12
k12+Tyr

)
− k10Tyr

(3.18)

d(DOPA)

dt
= k22 +

k2·Tyr

k3

(
1 + DA

k4

)
·
(

1 + DOPA
k16

)
+ Tyr

·
(

k12
k12+Tyr

)

− k9·DOPA
k13+DOPA

− k5·DOPA
k6+DOPA

− k14DOPA−
k15·DOPA

k16

(
1+Tyr

k3

)
+DOPA

+ k22

(3.19)

d(DA)

dt
= j11 +

k5·DOPA
k6+DOPA

− k7·DA
k8+DA

(3.20)

d(DAvesicle)

dt
=

k7DA

k8 +DA
− k17DAvesicle (3.21)

d(DAext)

dt
= k17DAvesicle −

k18DAext

k19 +DAext
− k11DAext

k21 +DAext
(3.22)

DOPAset equation is:

DOPAset =
k6(k7 − j11)
k5 + j11 − k7

(3.23)

Neuromelanin is only formed in neurons by catecholamine producing regions, becoming

observable when a human is of 3 years, accumulating over time because of the lack of

a degrading mechanisms[25]. TH has a potential to damage catecholaminergic neurons

by contributing to the production of dopaquinones[65], which may lead to PD[66] be-

cause of accumulation of neuromelanin. PD is also characterized by the decrease in the

concentration of DA[67]. Various concentrations of DA have been shown to be toxic to

numerous cell types including striatal and cortical cells. The toxic effects are the pro-

duction of reactive quinones by ROS, the oxidative DA metabolism[68]. To demonstrate

this, Figure 3.12 in section 3.3, is used with a change of the ROS pathway dependent on

k14. The change is determined to be 500min−1, because Segel reported that turnover

numbers vary from 50.0 to 10.07min−1[46].
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k14 = 500µM/min in 2nd phase and 3rd phase
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Figure 3.14: Run d -p1 has a value of k14, which is of 500min−1 in the third phase.
The resulting concentrations of phase 3 are 755µM for Tyr, 2.26×10−3µM for DOPA,

6.35×10−5µM for DA, DAvesicle with 1.64×10−2µM, and 2.06×10−8µM for DAext.

The finds in Figure 3.14 show a decrease in DA and DOPA, as well as an increasing

in DOPAset when compared to Figure B.4 in Appendix B.4. The increase is quite

large, most likely because of the increased oxidation of DOPA, therefore needing higher

concentration of DOPA for robust homeostasis. Although the oxidation of DOPA to

neuromelanin is a harmless and normal process, it is only when the individual has an

intact neuromelanin-containing dopaminergic neurons[27]. Regrettably, since Greggio

et al. found that TH enhances the toxicity in the presence of oxidative toxins like DA,

leading to a reducing of the viability of these neurons[65].

To slow down this vicious cycle, there was introduced a pharmacological therapy of

PD in 1967, where DOPA was a part of the medication[27]. Huot et al. had a study

where they found the patients to have six times less TH+ neurons, treating them with

1-3,4-DOPA, to compensate for the loss of striatal DA[69]. Levodopa is a medication

which is typically administered at 150-600 mg/day[70], where 300 mg should be the first

dosage[71]. The Figure 3.14 is therefore adjusted with k22 being 1060µM/min in the

second and third phase, with the result shown in Figure 3.15 underneath.
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k22 = 1060µM/min in 2nd and 3rd phase
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Figure 3.15: This run d -p2 is similar to the run d -p1 in Figure 3.14, but has a
value of k22, which is of 1060µM/min in the second and third phase. The resulting
concentrations of phase 3 are 755µM for Tyr, 2.12µM for DOPA, 6.01×10−2µM for

DA, DAvesicle with 12.9µM, and 1.89×10−5µM for DAext.

When the drug, DOPA medication, has been administered continuously by 300mg, as

shown in Figure 3.15, the DOPA concentration increases, resulting in an increase of DA

in all forms, when comparing the Figures 3.14 and 3.15. The set-point of DOPA also

increases. Interestingly, there is a rather huge mismatch in DOPAset and DOPA, which

could be the result of the oxidation increase as seen in Figure 3.14 compared to the more

healthy control in Figure B.4 found in Appendix B.4, or that k22 is not administrated in

doses, but in a continuous flow. This comparison is specified in the following Table 3.4.

Additionally, according to Mosharov et al. levodopa is used mostly after the death of

substantia nigra neurons[72], which may explain the rapid decrease in DA and DOPA,

assuming that the neurons have died resulting from a too high oxidation by ROS. It

may also explain the mismatch between DOPA and DOPAset.
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Runs of a control, two of a patient

Run d -01 d -p1 d -p2

Tyr (µM) 762 755 755

DOPA (µM) 59.0 2.26×10−3 2.12

DA (µM) 1.61 6.35×10−5 6.01×10−2

DAvesicle (µM) 12.7 1.64×10−2 12.9

DAext (µM) 4.52×10−4 2.06×10−8 1.89×10−5

Table 3.4: Displays the final concentrations of third phase from the runs of d -01,
d -p1, and d -p2, the first being the Figure from section B.4, the second the patients

values and the third with increased DOPA concentration by medication.

Looking at the values in Table 3.4, the difference between the control d -01 and d -p1

is interesting. The Tyr concentration decreases minimally, while both DOPA and DA

concentrations decrease rapidly into a breakdown of them both, meaning they have not

achieved robust homeostasis, it is only in the last part of third phase that they seem to

stabilize. DOPA is completely broken down, even if the DOPAset is rapidly increasing,

creating a mismatch between the two. Comparing the results of the medicated patient,

d -p2, in Table 3.4 with the patient with assumed PD, d -p1, the Tyr concentrations

stay exactly the same, while all other concentrations increase. This means that the

medication with DOPA indeed works with the system.

However, even if the DOPA medication works to continue pushing the DA concentrations

up, it does not stop ROS, k14, or other oxidations of DOPA, which produce neurome-

lanin. According to Mosharov et al. report that more than 50% of patients would

advance debilitating motor side effects, L-DOPA induced dyskinesias, by the fifth year

of administration of DOPA[72]. Indicating that the results in Figure 3.15 are a tem-

porary solution for the patient, which explains the rather low increase of DOPA and

all forms of DA. This may be because the DOPA is not the regulator of itself, Greggio

et al. report the synthesis of neuromelanin is shown to be driven by cytosolic DA[65].

Since DOPA cannot regulate the oxidation or its own levels, it is confirming the theory

whereas DA is the regulator of DOPA.



Chapter 4

Conclusion

The collaboration of many homeostatic mechanisms, including DA auto receptors and

the special properties of TH, lead to a robust dopaminergic system. The regulation of

fluxes and inhibitions were confirmed against theory and finds of other studies. Moreover,

the essential stability of DOPA was recognized by various conditions, were DA was

strongly regulating its stability. The understanding of these homeostatic mechanisms is

crucial for the design of therapeutic approaches of neurodegenerative diseases like PD.

Introducing DOPA as a medication of PD, has been indicated to be effective in increasing

DA levels. The computation failed to demonstrate the effect of DOPA medication of

PD, because the computations were of continuous DOPA administration and not by

dosages. The hope is to provide further knowledge from these studies about DA as a

regulator of DOPA, but the relationship should be explored further.
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Appendix A

Abbreviations used

cAMP Cyclic Adenosine Monophosphate

DA Dopamine

DAcleft DA in synaptic cleft

DAext DA outside of the vesicle(s)

DAtotal The sum of DA, DAext, and DAvesicle

DAvesicle DA inside of vesicle(s)

DDC DOPA decarboxylase

DOPA Dihydroxyphenylalanine

DOPAset Set-point of DOPA

ESRD End-Stage Renal Disease

MAO Methyl aluminoxane

NP DA released by nerve pulse

6-OHDA 6-hydroxydopamine

PD Parkinson’s disease

Phe Phenylalanine

TA Tyramine

TH Tyrosine hydroxylase

Tyr L-tyrosine

TYR Tyrosinase

ROS Reactive Oxygen Species

VMAT-2 Vesicular Monoaminergic Transporter-2
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Appendix B

The Models Before Change

The four models of a, b, c, and d are listed with the input files, graphs, and the general

output from the command prompt. These models represent the cell before any changes

have been made to any variable, using the values listed in Section 2.2. The input files

of b, c, and d, are based on the input file of a, to make the results the most comparable.
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B.1 Model a before change: run a-01

1         TH7-01
2         0.0000E+00, 1.0000E+0, 5000.0E+0, 5000.0E+0, 5000.0D+0
3   
4         5.0E+00  ** k1    phase 1 
5         2.0D+01  ** k2    phase 1 
6         7.44E+1  ** k3    phase 1 
7         4.0E+00  ** k4    phase 1 
8         3.1D+00  ** k5    phase 1 
9         3.46D+2  ** k6    phase 1

10         1.5D+00  ** k7    phase 1 
11         0.29D+0  ** k8    phase 1
12         2.3      ** k9    phase 1 
13         2.5D-02  ** K10   phase 1  
14         1.0D+00  ** K11   phase 1
15         5.0D+01  ** K12   phase 1 
16         4.37D+02 ** K13   phase 1 
17         0.0D+00  ** K14   phase 1  
18   
19         6.0E+00  ** k1    phase 2 
20         2.0D+01  ** k2    phase 2 
21         7.44E+1  ** k3    phase 2 
22         4.0E+00  ** k4    phase 2 
23         3.1D+00  ** k5    phase 2 
24         3.46D+2  ** k6    phase 2
25         1.5D+00  ** k7    phase 2 
26         0.29D+0  ** k8    phase 2
27         2.3      ** k9    phase 2
28         2.5D-02  ** K10   phase 2 
29         1.0D+00  ** K11   phase 2 
30         5.0D+01  ** K12   phase 2 
31         4.37D+02 ** K13   phase 2 
32         0.0D+00  ** K14   phase 2    
33   
34         20.0E+00 ** k1    phase 3 
35         2.0D+01  ** k2    phase 3 
36         7.44E+1  ** k3    phase 3 
37         4.0E+00  ** k4    phase 3 
38         3.1D+00  ** k5    phase 3 
39         3.46D+2  ** k6    phase 3
40         1.5D+00  ** k7    phase 3 
41         0.29D+0  ** k8    phase 3
42         2.3      ** k9    phase 3
43         2.5D-02  ** K10   phase 3
44         1.0D+00  ** K11   phase 3 
45         5.0D+01  ** K12   phase 3
46         4.37D+02 ** K13   phase 3 
47         0.0D+00  ** K14   phase 3 
48   
49   
50         0.0D+00  **K9DOT used only in phase 2 for linear growth
51   
52          1.686E+02, 6.482E+01, 3.968E+01   ** Tyr, DOPA, DA
53   
54         0  ** NOUT
55   
56   
57   
58   
59   

  
 Run TH7-01 (25-Feb-21, 19:06:17)
 ==================================== 
  
 Phase  1
  At end of phase   1 :
  
  k1=j1..................  5.0000E+00
  j2.....................  7.8620E-01
  j2 when DA=0...........  3.1744E+00
  j2-j5-j9-J14........... -7.9344E-11
  j5.....................  4.8912E-01
  j7.....................  1.4891E+00
  j9.....................  2.9709E-01
  j11=k11................  1.0000E+00
  j5+j11-j7..............  3.5001E-11
  j14 (ROS)..............  0.0000E+00
  k2 (Vmax,TH)...........  2.0000E+01
  k3 (KM,TH).............  7.4400E+01
  k4 KI (DA).............  4.0000E+00
  k5 (Vmax, DDC).........  3.1000E+00
  k6 (KM, DDC)...........  3.4600E+02
  k7 (Vmax,transport)....  1.5000E+00
  k8 (KM, transport).....  2.9000E-01
  k9 (Vmax tyrosinase)...  2.3000E+00
  k10 1stord remove Tyr..  2.5000E-02
  k11 dopamine re-entry..  1.0000E+00
  k12 KI(Tyr) TH.........  5.0000E+01
  k13 KM(DOPA) tyrosinase  4.3700E+02
  k14 ROS DOPA pathway...  0.0000E+00
  k6(k7-k11)/(k5+k11-k7).  6.6538E+01
  Concentrations at end of phase   1 :
  1.686E+02, 6.482E+01, 3.968E+01
  
 ---------------------------------------
 Phase  2
  At end of phase   2 :
  
  k1=j1..................  6.0000E+00
  j2.....................  7.8632E-01
  j2 when DA=0...........  2.8507E+00
  j2-j5-j9-J14...........  1.3732E-09
  j5.....................  4.8919E-01
  j7.....................  1.4892E+00
  j9.....................  2.9713E-01
  j11=k11................  1.0000E+00
  j5+j11-j7.............. -1.0610E-09
  j14 (ROS)..............  0.0000E+00
  k2 (Vmax,TH)...........  2.0000E+01
  k3 (KM,TH).............  7.4400E+01

  k4 KI (DA).............  4.0000E+00
  k5 (Vmax, DDC).........  3.1000E+00
  k6 (KM, DDC)...........  3.4600E+02
  k7 (Vmax,transport)....  1.5000E+00
  k8 (KM, transport).....  2.9000E-01
  k9 (Vmax tyrosinase)...  2.3000E+00
  k10 1stord remove Tyr..  2.5000E-02
  k11 dopamine re-entry..  1.0000E+00
  k12 KI(Tyr) TH.........  5.0000E+01
  k13 KM(DOPA) tyrosinase  4.3700E+02
  k14 ROS DOPA pathway...  0.0000E+00
  k6(k7-k11)/(k5+k11-k7).  6.6538E+01
  Concentrations at end of phase   2 :
  2.085E+02, 6.483E+01, 3.994E+01
  
 ---------------------------------------
 Phase  3
  At end of phase   3 :
  
  k1=j1..................  2.0000E+01
  j2.....................  7.6945E-01
  j2 when DA=0...........  1.1130E+00
  j2-j5-j9-J14...........  8.4963E-11
  j5.....................  4.7882E-01
  j7.....................  1.4788E+00
  j9.....................  2.9063E-01
  j11=k11................  1.0000E+00
  j5+j11-j7.............. -4.9406E-11
  j14 (ROS)..............  0.0000E+00
  k2 (Vmax,TH)...........  2.0000E+01
  k3 (KM,TH).............  7.4400E+01
  k4 KI (DA).............  4.0000E+00
  k5 (Vmax, DDC).........  3.1000E+00
  k6 (KM, DDC)...........  3.4600E+02
  k7 (Vmax,transport)....  1.5000E+00
  k8 (KM, transport).....  2.9000E-01
  k9 (Vmax tyrosinase)...  2.3000E+00
  k10 1stord remove Tyr..  2.5000E-02
  k11 dopamine re-entry..  1.0000E+00
  k12 KI(Tyr) TH.........  5.0000E+01
  k13 KM(DOPA) tyrosinase  4.3700E+02
  k14 ROS DOPA pathway...  0.0000E+00
  k6(k7-k11)/(k5+k11-k7).  6.6538E+01
  Concentrations at end of phase   3 :
  7.692E+02, 6.321E+01, 2.025E+01
  
 ---------------------------------------
  Final concentrations:
  7.692E+02, 6.321E+01, 2.025E+01
  

 Execution of TH7-01 ended at: 19:06:17
 Date: 25-Feb-21
 ======================================= 
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Figure B.1: This figure shows a run of Model a in Figure 3.1, the results are based
of this run, with all constants, found in the input file to the left, remaining the same
through-out the phases. The exception is of k1, changing from 5.00µM/min in the first
phase, to 6.00µM/min in the second, with 20.0µM/min in the third. In the middle,
the output is shown in three graphs, the constants k9 and k14 in the first graph plotted
against time in minuets, DOPA and DA in the second, with Tyr concentration per min
in the last graph. To the right, is the summary which show the final concentrations for
Tyr, DOPA and DA, and the final output per phase for rate-constants and fluxes. The
final concentrations of the second phase are the ones of interest, with 209µM for Tyr,

64.8µM for DOPA and finally 39.9µM for DA.
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B.2 Model b before change: run b-01

1        TH8-01
2        0.0000E+00, 1.0000E+0, 5000.0E+0, 5000.0E+0, 5000.0D+0
3   
4        5.0E+00  ** k1    phase 1 
5        2.0D+01  ** k2    phase 1 
6        7.44E+1  ** k3    phase 1 
7        4.0E+00  ** k4    phase 1 
8        3.1D+00  ** k5    phase 1 
9        3.46D+2  ** k6    phase 1

10        1.5D+00  ** k7    phase 1 
11        0.29D+0  ** k8    phase 1
12        2.3      ** k9    phase 1 
13        2.5D-02  ** K10   phase 1  
14        1.0D+00  ** K11   phase 1
15        5.0D+01  ** K12   phase 1 
16        4.37D+02 ** K13   phase 1 
17        0.0D+00  ** K14   phase 1 
18        2.3D+00  ** K15   phase 1 
19        5.0D+01  ** K16   phase 1 
20   
21        6.0E+00  ** k1    phase 2 
22        2.0D+01  ** k2    phase 2 
23        7.44E+1  ** k3    phase 2 
24        4.0E+00  ** k4    phase 2 
25        3.1D+00  ** k5    phase 2 
26        3.46D+2  ** k6    phase 2
27        1.5D+00  ** k7    phase 2 
28        0.29D+0  ** k8    phase 2
29        2.3      ** k9    phase 2
30        2.5D-02  ** K10   phase 2 
31        1.0D+00  ** K11   phase 2 
32        5.0D+01  ** K12   phase 2 
33        4.37D+02 ** K13   phase 2 
34        0.0D+00  ** K14   phase 2 
35        2.3D+00  ** K15   phase 2 
36        5.0D+01  ** K16   phase 2   
37   
38        20.0E+00 ** k1    phase 3 
39        2.0D+01  ** k2    phase 3 
40        7.44E+1  ** k3    phase 3 
41        4.0E+00  ** k4    phase 3 
42        3.1D+00  ** k5    phase 3 
43        3.46D+2  ** k6    phase 3
44        1.5D+00  ** k7    phase 3 
45        0.29D+0  ** k8    phase 3
46        2.3      ** k9    phase 3
47        2.5D-02  ** K10   phase 3
48        1.0D+00  ** K11   phase 3 
49        5.0D+01  ** K12   phase 3
50        4.37D+02 ** K13   phase 3 
51        0.0D+00  ** K14   phase 3 
52        2.3D+00  ** K15   phase 3 
53        5.0D+01  ** K16   phase 3
54   
55   
56        0.0D+00  **K9DOT used only in phase 2 for linear growth
57   
58    1.388E+02, 6.640E+01, 4.825E+01   ** Tyr, DOPA, DA
59   
60        0  ** NOUT
61   
62   
63   
64   
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 Run TH8-01 (07-Apr-21, 16:12:55)
 ==================================== 
  
 Phase  1
  At end of phase   1 :
  
  k1=j1..................  5.0000E+00
  j1tot=j1-j10-j2........ -4.3809E-13
  j2.....................  1.3323E+00
  j2 when DA=0...........  3.3731E+00
  j2-j5-j9-J14-j15.......  4.2466E-13
  j5.....................  4.3523E-01
  j7.....................  1.4352E+00
  j9.....................  2.6337E-01
  j10....................  3.6677E+00
  j11=k11................  1.0000E+00
  j5+j11-j7.............. -7.9936E-14
  j14 (ROS)..............  0.0000E+00
  j15 TH using DOPA......  6.3370E-01
  k2 (Vmax,TH)...........  2.0000E+01
  k3 (KM,TH).............  7.4400E+01
  k4 KI (DA).............  4.0000E+00
  k5 (Vmax, DDC).........  3.1000E+00
  k6 (KM, DDC)...........  3.4600E+02
  k7 (Vmax,transport)....  1.5000E+00
  k8 (KM, transport).....  2.9000E-01
  k9 (Vmax tyrosinase)...  2.3000E+00
  k10 1stord remove Tyr..  2.5000E-02
  k11 dopamine re-entry..  1.0000E+00
  k12 KI(Tyr) TH.........  5.0000E+01
  k13 KM(DOPA) tyrosinase  4.3700E+02
  k14 ROS DOPA pathway...  0.0000E+00
  k15 Vmax TH using DOPA.  2.3000E+00
  k16 KM TH using DOPA...  5.0000E+01
  k6(k7-k11)/(k5+k11-k7).  6.6538E+01
  Concentrations at end of phase   1 :
  1.467E+02, 5.651E+01, 6.426E+00
  
 ---------------------------------------
 Phase  2
  At end of phase   2 :
  
  k1=j1..................  6.0000E+00
  j1tot=j1-j10-j2........ -3.3307E-15
  j2.....................  1.2667E+00
  j2 when DA=0...........  2.9996E+00
  j2-j5-j9-J14-j15.......  1.7764E-15
  j5.....................  4.3963E-01
  j7.....................  1.4396E+00
  j9.....................  2.6611E-01
  j10....................  4.7333E+00
  j11=k11................  1.0000E+00
  j5+j11-j7.............. -1.1102E-15
  j14 (ROS)..............  0.0000E+00
  j15 TH using DOPA......  5.6100E-01
  k2 (Vmax,TH)...........  2.0000E+01
  k3 (KM,TH).............  7.4400E+01
  k4 KI (DA).............  4.0000E+00
  k5 (Vmax, DDC).........  3.1000E+00
  k6 (KM, DDC)...........  3.4600E+02
  k7 (Vmax,transport)....  1.5000E+00
  k8 (KM, transport).....  2.9000E-01
  k9 (Vmax tyrosinase)...  2.3000E+00
  k10 1stord remove Tyr..  2.5000E-02
  k11 dopamine re-entry..  1.0000E+00
  k12 KI(Tyr) TH.........  5.0000E+01
  k13 KM(DOPA) tyrosinase  4.3700E+02
  k14 ROS DOPA pathway...  0.0000E+00
  k15 Vmax TH using DOPA.  2.3000E+00
  k16 KM TH using DOPA...  5.0000E+01
  k6(k7-k11)/(k5+k11-k7).  6.6538E+01
  Concentrations at end of phase   2 :
  1.893E+02, 5.718E+01, 6.915E+00
  
 ---------------------------------------
 Phase  3
  At end of phase   3 :
  
  k1=j1..................  2.0000E+01
  j1tot=j1-j10-j2........  1.3548E-12
  j2.....................  8.5687E-01
  j2 when DA=0...........  1.1173E+00
  j2-j5-j9-J14-j15....... -8.6133E-12
  j5.....................  4.1128E-01
  j7.....................  1.4113E+00
  j9.....................  2.4847E-01
  j10....................  1.9143E+01
  j11=k11................  1.0000E+00
  j5+j11-j7.............. -4.0654E-12
  j14 (ROS)..............  0.0000E+00
  j15 TH using DOPA......  1.9712E-01
  k2 (Vmax,TH)...........  2.0000E+01
  k3 (KM,TH).............  7.4400E+01
  k4 KI (DA).............  4.0000E+00
  k5 (Vmax, DDC).........  3.1000E+00
  k6 (KM, DDC)...........  3.4600E+02
  k7 (Vmax,transport)....  1.5000E+00
  k8 (KM, transport).....  2.9000E-01
  k9 (Vmax tyrosinase)...  2.3000E+00
  k10 1stord remove Tyr..  2.5000E-02
  k11 dopamine re-entry..  1.0000E+00
  k12 KI(Tyr) TH.........  5.0000E+01
  k13 KM(DOPA) tyrosinase  4.3700E+02
  k14 ROS DOPA pathway...  0.0000E+00
  k15 Vmax TH using DOPA.  2.3000E+00
  k16 KM TH using DOPA...  5.0000E+01
  k6(k7-k11)/(k5+k11-k7).  6.6538E+01
  Concentrations at end of phase   3 :
  7.657E+02, 5.293E+01, 4.613E+00
  
 ---------------------------------------
  Final concentrations:
  7.657E+02, 5.293E+01, 4.613E+00
  
 Execution of TH8-01 ended at: 16:12:55
 Date: 07-Apr-21
 ======================================= 
  

Figure B.2: The computation shown is the output of the model of the Model b in
Figure 3.7, where the results are based of this run. This model is the same as Figure
B.1 with the exception of the addition of k15 and k16, having 2.30µM/min and 50.0µM,
respectively. The final concentrations of the second phase are the ones of interest, with

189µM for Tyr, 57.2µM for DOPA and finally 6.92µM for DA.
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B.3 Model c before change: run c-01

1       TH9-01
2       0.0000E+00, 1.0000E+0, 5000.0E+0, 5000.0E+0, 5000.0D+0
3   
4        5.0E+00  ** k1    phase 1 
5        2.0D+01  ** k2    phase 1 
6        7.44E+1  ** k3    phase 1 
7        4.0E+00  ** k4    phase 1 
8        3.1D+00  ** k5    phase 1 
9        3.46D+2  ** k6    phase 1

10        1.5D+00  ** k7    phase 1 
11        0.29D+0  ** k8    phase 1
12        2.3      ** k9    phase 1 
13        2.5D-02  ** K10   phase 1  
14        1.0D+00  ** K11   phase 1
15        5.0D+01  ** K12   phase 1 
16        4.37D+02 ** K13   phase 1 
17        0.0D+00  ** K14   phase 1 
18        2.3D+00  ** K15   phase 1 
19        5.0D+01  ** K16   phase 1
20        0.01D+00 ** k17   phase 1 
21        1.0D+05  ** k18   phase 1
22        1.0D+02  ** k19   phase 1 
23        1.0D-01  ** K20   phase 1  
24        1.0D-04  ** K21   phase 1
25   
26        6.0E+00  ** k1    phase 2 
27        2.0D+01  ** k2    phase 2 
28        7.44E+1  ** k3    phase 2 
29        4.0E+00  ** k4    phase 2 
30        3.1D+00  ** k5    phase 2 
31        3.46D+2  ** k6    phase 2
32        1.5D+00  ** k7    phase 2 
33        0.29D+0  ** k8    phase 2
34        2.3      ** k9    phase 2
35        2.5D-02  ** K10   phase 2 
36        1.0D+00  ** K11   phase 2 
37        5.0D+01  ** K12   phase 2 
38        4.37D+02 ** K13   phase 1 
39        0.0D+00    ** K14   phase 2 
40        2.3D+00  ** K15   phase 2 
41        5.0D+01  ** K16   phase 2
42        0.02D+00  ** k17   phase 2 
43        1.0D+05  ** k18   phase 2
44        1.0D+02  ** k19   phase 2 
45        1.0D-01  ** K20   phase 2  
46        1.0D-04  ** K21   phase 2   
47   
48        20.0E+00 ** k1    phase 3 
49        2.0D+01  ** k2    phase 3 
50        7.44E+1  ** k3    phase 3 
51        4.0E+00  ** k4    phase 3 
52        3.1D+00  ** k5    phase 3 
53        3.46D+2  ** k6    phase 3
54        1.5D+00  ** k7    phase 3 
55        0.29D+0  ** k8    phase 3
56        2.3      ** k9    phase 3
57        2.5D-02  ** K10   phase 3
58        1.0D+00  ** K11   phase 3 
59        5.0D+01  ** K12   phase 3
60        4.37D+02 ** K13   phase 3 
61        0.0D+00    ** K14   phase 3 
62        2.3D+00  ** K15   phase 3 
63        5.0D+01  ** K16   phase 3
64        0.1D+00  ** k17   phase 3 
65        1.0D+05  ** k18   phase 3
66        1.0D+02  ** k19   phase 3 
67        1.0D-01  ** K20   phase 3  
68        1.0D-04  ** K21   phase 3
69   
70       0.0D+00  **K9DOT used only in phase 2 for linear growth
71   
72       2.991E+02, 8.928E+01, 7.899E+00  ** Tyr, DOPA, DA
73       1.49994E+02, 6.35847E-04         ** DA_vesic, DA_ext 
74   
75       0  ** NOUT
76   
77   
78   
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 Run TH9-01 (07-Apr-21, 16:46:11)
 ==================================== 
  
 Phase  1
  At end of phase   1 :
  
 j1=k1 Tyr cell entry....  5.0000E+00
  j1tot=j1-j10-j2........ -2.1279E-12
  j2.....................  1.6167E+00
  j2-j5-j9-J14-j15.......  3.4950E-12
  j5.....................  5.2674E-01
  j7.....................  1.3672E+00
  j9.....................  3.2078E-01
  j10....................  3.3833E+00
  j11 flux DA re-entry...  8.4044E-01
  j5+j11-j7.............. -3.9546E-13
  j14 (ROS)..............  0.0000E+00
  j15 TH using DOPA......  7.6921E-01
  k2 (Vmax,TH)...........  2.0000E+01
  k3 (KM,TH).............  7.4400E+01
  k4 KI (DA).............  4.0000E+00
  k5 (Vmax, DDC).........  3.1000E+00
  k6 (KM, DDC)...........  3.4600E+02
  k7 (Vmax,transport)....  1.5000E+00
  k8 (KM, transport).....  2.9000E-01
  k9 (Vmax tyrosinase)...  2.3000E+00
  k10 1stord remove Tyr..  2.5000E-02
  k11 Vmax DA re-entry...  1.0000E+00
  k12 KI(Tyr) TH.........  5.0000E+01
  k13 KM(DOPA) tyrosinase  4.3700E+02
  k14 ROS DOPA pathway...  0.0000E+00
  k15 Vmax TH using DOPA.  2.3000E+00
  k16 KM TH using DOPA...  5.0000E+01
  k17 DA rel synap cleft.  1.0000E-02
  k18 Vmax MAO...........  1.0000E+05
  k18 KM MAO.............  1.0000E+02
  k20 KI ext DA via D rec  1.0000E-01
  k21 KM DA re-entry.....  1.0000E-04
  k6(k7-k11)/(k5+k11-k7).  9.3510E+01
  Concentrations at end of phase   1 :
  1.353E+02, 7.083E+01, 2.985E+00
  1.36718E+02, 5.26742E-04
  
 ---------------------------------------
 Phase  2
  At end of phase   2 :
  
 j1=k1 Tyr cell entry....  6.0000E+00
  j1tot=j1-j10-j2........ -3.9662E-12
  j2.....................  1.5411E+00
  j2-j5-j9-J14-j15.......  9.2087E-12
  j5.....................  5.3292E-01
  j7.....................  1.3749E+00
  j9.....................  3.2468E-01
  j10....................  4.4589E+00
  j11 flux DA re-entry...  8.4200E-01
  j5+j11-j7.............. -4.1744E-14
  j14 (ROS)..............  0.0000E+00
  j15 TH using DOPA......  6.8354E-01
  k2 (Vmax,TH)...........  2.0000E+01
  k3 (KM,TH).............  7.4400E+01
  k4 KI (DA).............  4.0000E+00
  k5 (Vmax, DDC).........  3.1000E+00
  k6 (KM, DDC)...........  3.4600E+02
  k7 (Vmax,transport)....  1.5000E+00
  k8 (KM, transport).....  2.9000E-01
  k9 (Vmax tyrosinase)...  2.3000E+00
  k10 1stord remove Tyr..  2.5000E-02
  k11 Vmax DA re-entry...  1.0000E+00
  k12 KI(Tyr) TH.........  5.0000E+01
  k13 KM(DOPA) tyrosinase  4.3700E+02
  k14 ROS DOPA pathway...  0.0000E+00
  k15 Vmax TH using DOPA.  2.3000E+00
  k16 KM TH using DOPA...  5.0000E+01
  k17 DA rel synap cleft.  2.0000E-02
  k18 Vmax MAO...........  1.0000E+05
  k18 KM MAO.............  1.0000E+02
  k20 KI ext DA via D rec  1.0000E-01
  k21 KM DA re-entry.....  1.0000E-04
  k6(k7-k11)/(k5+k11-k7).  9.3230E+01
  Concentrations at end of phase   2 :
  1.784E+02, 7.183E+01, 3.188E+00
  6.87461E+01, 5.32922E-04
  
 ---------------------------------------
 Phase  3
  At end of phase   3 :
  
 j1=k1 Tyr cell entry....  2.0000E+01
  j1tot=j1-j10-j2........ -5.7917E-12
  j2.....................  9.4403E-01
  j2-j5-j9-J14-j15....... -3.8425E-12
  j5.....................  4.5180E-01
  j7.....................  1.2706E+00
  j9.....................  2.7371E-01
  j10....................  1.9056E+01
  j11 flux DA re-entry...  8.1877E-01
  j5+j11-j7.............. -4.0501E-13
  j14 (ROS)..............  0.0000E+00
  j15 TH using DOPA......  2.1853E-01
  k2 (Vmax,TH)...........  2.0000E+01
  k3 (KM,TH).............  7.4400E+01
  k4 KI (DA).............  4.0000E+00
  k5 (Vmax, DDC).........  3.1000E+00
  k6 (KM, DDC)...........  3.4600E+02
  k7 (Vmax,transport)....  1.5000E+00
  k8 (KM, transport).....  2.9000E-01
  k9 (Vmax tyrosinase)...  2.3000E+00
  k10 1stord remove Tyr..  2.5000E-02
  k11 Vmax DA re-entry...  1.0000E+00
  k12 KI(Tyr) TH.........  5.0000E+01
  k13 KM(DOPA) tyrosinase  4.3700E+02
  k14 ROS DOPA pathway...  0.0000E+00
  k15 Vmax TH using DOPA.  2.3000E+00
  k16 KM TH using DOPA...  5.0000E+01
  k17 DA rel synap cleft.  1.0000E-01
  k18 Vmax MAO...........  1.0000E+05
  k18 KM MAO.............  1.0000E+02
  k20 KI ext DA via D rec  1.0000E-01
  k21 KM DA re-entry.....  1.0000E-04
  k6(k7-k11)/(k5+k11-k7).  9.7448E+01
  Concentrations at end of phase   3 :
  7.622E+02, 5.903E+01, 1.606E+00
  1.27057E+01, 4.51797E-04
  
 ---------------------------------------
  Final concentrations:
  7.622E+02, 5.903E+01, 1.606E+00
  1.27057E+01, 4.51797E-04
  
 Execution of TH9-01 ended at: 16:46:11
 Date: 07-Apr-21
 ======================================= 
  

Figure B.3: Model c in Figure 3.10, have the results based of this run. This run is the
same as Figure B.2 with the exception of an addition of k18, k19, k20 and k21, which have
constant values of 1.00×105µM/min, 100µM, 0.10µM and 1.00×10−04µM, respectively.
There is also an addition of k17 which has 0.01min−1 is in the first and third phase, but
0.02 min−1 in the second. Model c has two additional graphs, whereas the graph with
the constants k9 and k14 has been excluded. The additional graphs show DAvesicle and
DAext plotted against time, and the other graph show the contrast between DOPA and
its set point. The final concentrations of the second phase are the ones of interest, with
189µM for Tyr, 57.2µM for DOPA and finally 6.92µM for DA, for DAvesicle 68.8µM,

and finally 5.33×10−04µM for DAext.
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B.4 Model d before change: run d-01

1       TH10-01
2       0.0E+00, 1.0000E+0, 5000.0E+0, 5000.0E+0, 5000.0D+0
3   
4        5.0E+00  ** k1    phase 1 
5        2.0D+01  ** k2    phase 1 
6        7.44E+1  ** k3    phase 1 
7        4.0E+00  ** k4    phase 1 
8        3.1D+00  ** k5    phase 1 
9        3.46D+2  ** k6    phase 1

10        1.5D+00  ** k7    phase 1 
11        0.29D+0  ** k8    phase 1
12        2.3      ** k9    phase 1 
13        2.5D-02  ** K10   phase 1  
14        1.0D+00  ** K11   phase 1
15        5.0D+01  ** K12   phase 1 
16        4.37D+02 ** K13   phase 1 
17        0.0D+00  ** K14   phase 1 
18        2.3D+00  ** K15   phase 1 
19        5.0D+01  ** K16   phase 1
20        0.01D+00 ** k17   phase 1 
21        1.0D+05  ** k18   phase 1
22        1.0D+02  ** k19   phase 1 
23        1.0D-01  ** K20   phase 1  
24        1.0D-04  ** K21   phase 1
25    0.0D+00  ** K22   phase 1
26   
27        6.0E+00  ** k1    phase 2 
28        2.0D+01  ** k2    phase 2 
29        7.44E+1  ** k3    phase 2 
30        4.0E+00  ** k4    phase 2 
31        3.1D+00  ** k5    phase 2 
32        3.46D+2  ** k6    phase 2
33        1.5D+00  ** k7    phase 2 
34        0.29D+0  ** k8    phase 2
35        2.3      ** k9    phase 2
36        2.5D-02  ** K10   phase 2 
37        1.0D+00  ** K11   phase 2 
38        5.0D+01  ** K12   phase 2 
39        4.37D+02 ** K13   phase 2 
40        0.0D+00  ** K14   phase 2 
41        2.3D+00  ** K15   phase 2 
42        5.0D+01  ** K16   phase 2
43        0.02D+00 ** k17   phase 2 
44        1.0D+05  ** k18   phase 2
45        1.0D+02  ** k19   phase 2 
46        1.0D-01  ** K20   phase 2  
47        1.0D-04  ** K21   phase 2 
48    0.0D+00  ** K22   phase 2 
49   
50        20.0E+00 ** k1    phase 3 
51        2.0D+01  ** k2    phase 3 
52        7.44E+1  ** k3    phase 3 
53        4.0E+00  ** k4    phase 3 
54        3.1D+00  ** k5    phase 3 
55        3.46D+2  ** k6    phase 3
56        1.5D+00  ** k7    phase 3 
57        0.29D+0  ** k8    phase 3
58        2.3      ** k9    phase 3
59        2.5D-02  ** K10   phase 3
60        1.0D+00  ** K11   phase 3 
61        5.0D+01  ** K12   phase 3
62        4.37D+02 ** K13   phase 3 
63        0.0D+00  ** K14   phase 3 
64        2.3D+00  ** K15   phase 3 
65        5.0D+01  ** K16   phase 3
66        0.1D+00  ** k17   phase 3 
67        1.0D+05  ** k18   phase 3
68        1.0D+02  ** k19   phase 3 
69        1.0D-01  ** K20   phase 3  
70        1.0D-04  ** K21   phase 3
71    0.0D+00  ** K22   phase 3
72   
73       0.0D+00  **K9DOT used only in phase 2 for linear growth
74   
75       2.991E+02, 8.9281E+01, 7.899E+00  ** Tyr, DOPA, DA
76       1.49994E+02, 6.35845E-04         ** DA_vesic, DA_ext 
77   
78       10  ** NOUT
79   
80   
81   
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 Run TH10-01 (04-May-21, 23:35:31)
 ==================================== 
  
 Phase  1
  At end of phase   1 :
  
  j1=k1 Tyr cell entry...  5.0000E+00
  j1tot=j1-j10-j2........  8.7708E-14
  j2.....................  1.6167E+00
  j2-j5-j9-J14-j15....... -1.4544E-13
  j5.....................  5.2674E-01
  j7.....................  1.3672E+00
  j9.....................  3.2078E-01
  j10....................  3.3833E+00
  j11 flux DA re-entry...  8.4044E-01
  j5+j11-j7..............  1.6875E-14
  j14 (ROS)..............  0.0000E+00
  j15 TH using DOPA......  7.6921E-01
  k2 (Vmax,TH)...........  2.0000E+01
  k3 (KM,TH).............  7.4400E+01
  k4 KI (DA).............  4.0000E+00
  k5 (Vmax, DDC).........  3.1000E+00
  k6 (KM, DDC)...........  3.4600E+02
  k7 (Vmax,transport)....  1.5000E+00
  k8 (KM, transport).....  2.9000E-01
  k9 (Vmax tyrosinase)...  2.3000E+00
  k10 1stord remove Tyr..  2.5000E-02
  k11 Vmax DA re-entry...  1.0000E+00
  k12 KI(Tyr) TH.........  5.0000E+01
  k13 KM(DOPA) tyrosinase  4.3700E+02
  k14 ROS DOPA pathway...  0.0000E+00
  k15 Vmax TH using DOPA.  2.3000E+00
  k16 KM TH using DOPA...  5.0000E+01
  k17 DA rel synap cleft.  1.0000E-02
  k18 Vmax MAO...........  1.0000E+05
  k18 KM MAO.............  1.0000E+02
  k20 KI ext DA via D rec  1.0000E-01
  k21 KM DA re-entry.....  1.0000E-04
  k22 DOPA medication....  0.0000E+00
  k6(k7-k11)/(k5+k11-k7).  9.3510E+01
  Concentrations at end of phase   1 :
  1.353E+02, 7.083E+01, 2.985E+00
  1.36718E+02, 5.26742E-04
  
 ---------------------------------------
 Phase  2
  At end of phase   2 :
  
  j1=k1 Tyr cell entry...  6.0000E+00
  j1tot=j1-j10-j2........  1.2648E-12
  j2.....................  1.5411E+00
  j2-j5-j9-J14-j15.......  1.9164E-12
  j5.....................  5.3292E-01
  j7.....................  1.3749E+00
  j9.....................  3.2468E-01
  j10....................  4.4589E+00
  j11 flux DA re-entry...  8.4200E-01
  j5+j11-j7.............. -6.8834E-14
  j14 (ROS)..............  0.0000E+00
  j15 TH using DOPA......  6.8354E-01
  k2 (Vmax,TH)...........  2.0000E+01
  k3 (KM,TH).............  7.4400E+01
  k4 KI (DA).............  4.0000E+00
  k5 (Vmax, DDC).........  3.1000E+00
  k6 (KM, DDC)...........  3.4600E+02
  k7 (Vmax,transport)....  1.5000E+00
  k8 (KM, transport).....  2.9000E-01
  k9 (Vmax tyrosinase)...  2.3000E+00
  k10 1stord remove Tyr..  2.5000E-02
  k11 Vmax DA re-entry...  1.0000E+00
  k12 KI(Tyr) TH.........  5.0000E+01
  k13 KM(DOPA) tyrosinase  4.3700E+02
  k14 ROS DOPA pathway...  0.0000E+00
  k15 Vmax TH using DOPA.  2.3000E+00
  k16 KM TH using DOPA...  5.0000E+01
  k17 DA rel synap cleft.  2.0000E-02
  k18 Vmax MAO...........  1.0000E+05
  k18 KM MAO.............  1.0000E+02
  k20 KI ext DA via D rec  1.0000E-01
  k21 KM DA re-entry.....  1.0000E-04
  k22 DOPA medication....  0.0000E+00
  k6(k7-k11)/(k5+k11-k7).  9.3230E+01
  Concentrations at end of phase   2 :
  1.784E+02, 7.183E+01, 3.188E+00
  6.87461E+01, 5.32922E-04
  
 ---------------------------------------
 Phase  3
  At end of phase   3 :
  
  j1=k1 Tyr cell entry...  2.0000E+01
  j1tot=j1-j10-j2........  6.2378E-11
  j2.....................  9.4403E-01
  j2-j5-j9-J14-j15.......  7.5783E-12
  j5.....................  4.5180E-01
  j7.....................  1.2706E+00
  j9.....................  2.7371E-01
  j10....................  1.9056E+01
  j11 flux DA re-entry...  8.1877E-01
  j5+j11-j7..............  8.9684E-13
  j14 (ROS)..............  0.0000E+00
  j15 TH using DOPA......  2.1853E-01
  k2 (Vmax,TH)...........  2.0000E+01
  k3 (KM,TH).............  7.4400E+01
  k4 KI (DA).............  4.0000E+00
  k5 (Vmax, DDC).........  3.1000E+00
  k6 (KM, DDC)...........  3.4600E+02
  k7 (Vmax,transport)....  1.5000E+00
  k8 (KM, transport).....  2.9000E-01
  k9 (Vmax tyrosinase)...  2.3000E+00
  k10 1stord remove Tyr..  2.5000E-02
  k11 Vmax DA re-entry...  1.0000E+00
  k12 KI(Tyr) TH.........  5.0000E+01
  k13 KM(DOPA) tyrosinase  4.3700E+02
  k14 ROS DOPA pathway...  0.0000E+00
  k15 Vmax TH using DOPA.  2.3000E+00
  k16 KM TH using DOPA...  5.0000E+01
  k17 DA rel synap cleft.  1.0000E-01
  k18 Vmax MAO...........  1.0000E+05
  k18 KM MAO.............  1.0000E+02
  k20 KI ext DA via D rec  1.0000E-01
  k21 KM DA re-entry.....  1.0000E-04
  k22 DOPA medication....  0.0000E+00
  k6(k7-k11)/(k5+k11-k7).  9.7448E+01
  Concentrations at end of phase   3 :
  7.622E+02, 5.903E+01, 1.606E+00
  1.27057E+01, 4.51797E-04
  
 ---------------------------------------
  Final concentrations:
  7.622E+02, 5.903E+01, 1.606E+00
  1.27057E+01, 4.51797E-04
  
 Execution of TH10-01 ended at: 23:35:31
 Date: 04-May-21
 ======================================= 
  

Figure B.4: The Model d in Figure 3.13, have the results based of this run. This
run is the same as Figure B.4 except for an addition of k22, which has constant value
of 0µM/min, respectively. The final concentrations of the third phase are the ones of
interest, with 762µM for Tyr, 59.0µM for DOPA, 1.61µM for DA, for DAvesicle 12.7µM,

and finally 4.52×10−04µM for DAext.
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